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It asserts that ladies over sixty are at the top of their game when it comes to enjoying
sex.Better Than We Ever Expected is a warm, witty, and honest reserve that contends with the
problems and celebrates the delights of older-existence sexuality. sex can be was the
inspiration for this publication.s woman-to-woman straight talk transcends the self-help style
of other books in this field. Yes, there are difficulties to sex after menopause and beyond, says
Price, but there are also creative solutions.s challenging, but it certainly isn’ Price gets
personal and remains positive, combining her very own story with candid remarks, ideas, and
sassy tales from sexually seasoned females. She acknowledges the gritty issues that older
females confront within their sexual lives, noting that it’ She actually is on a objective to let
women her age and older understand that they can, actually, have the very best sex of their
lives.t over.both real-life experiences and fantasies.s been searching for her whole life. Her
discovery of how great &#147;well-seasoned”Joan Cost’ Sidebars present candid and friendly
sex ideas; fitness, exercise, and way of life info; and women's erotic vignettes&#151;At age 61,
Price is newly engaged to the man she’
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Enjoyed the inclusion of responses - found them shockingly useful of past attitudes (in my life
time) and glad individuals shared as they did. She asked, "Perform you recommend it?" Yes!
and then the narrative picking up again. It was great to have different factors of view and so
very much honesty. By interweaving her tale through the many chapter topics and providing
the comments of other females on those same topics ... from getting a lover to using sex toys
... we obtain to see how much company we have at this time of life. I met issues in the words of
the women that I've pondered or struggled with in my own life and realized that nevertheless
unique we have been and however different our existence paths have been, we all have been
sisters under the epidermis with bodies going right through the same adjustments. Very
reassuring. It really is what a book should be, enriching!. It really was much better than we
expected. something necessary for one's health insurance and well-being, whatever type it
takes for each of us.Which reminds me, I've also recently finished reading Being French!.I'd
add, however, that the first portion of the reserve is general better written compared to the
end, that sometimes the formatting in Kindle got a little bit confusing . A Frenchman's
Information to a More Sensual Life (Kindle just), a book I certainly adored for its humor,
wisdom, the breadth of the topics protected and the motivation it provided me to lead a more
sensual lifestyle, and I have to say that Better Than I Ever Anticipated was a fine companion
read. Relatively informative.But those small things apart, this book is definitely worthwhile for
the sweet like tale Joan Price shares, for just how it offers voice and assistance to women
embracing sex in afterwards life, and for the the fantastic collection of assets she assembles
at the end of the book... Here's what I like about this book. And I plan to be a part of her next
survey. Occasionally there was a supplementary space mid-word that was a little distracting.
Again, Kindle formatting. with author narrative stopping and a new section of estimates or a
aspect bar from another professional . I've already ordered a reserve she recommended. My
sense is that this is an issue with the Kindle edition so when the author intends to reissue the
book, that should be cleared up in a later on edition. Found Joan's podcasts initial. BE
CAUTIOUS of Sizing I actually purchased the tornado t-shirt for my grandson who wears a
little. If you are younger than 60, don't hesitate to read it. You'll learn so much, and your after
60 sex lifestyle will end up being better for it. Very good book about sex over 60 Very good
book about sex over 60. Of course, as a sexually energetic 62 year old guy, I already know the
subject inside out, so to speak. However, there are so many myths and misinformation out
there in what one can expect and expect after 50 or 60 which is certainly a welcome and
educational tonic. Don’t waste your cash. A disappointment. I didn't know a reserve like this
existed and I'm so glad I ran across it. The info in this reserve is common, well known
information. Nothing at all earth shaking. Five Stars Good go through. With stimulating
anecdotes and clinical information, it leaves no sexual arena unexplored. (Details on that in the
reserve. Now that i'll turn 60 next year this is really good info. aooperative partner is the key,
however So-So.. You don’t want this book for any of it. Extremely open and honest. We still
have a ways to go. I came across the author's personal story, her joie de vivre, her immediate
facing of the realities of making love with an maturing body both refreshing and inspiring. No
new or helpful information. Like Sex Itself: Fascinating, Fun, and Educational Better Than I Ever
Expected: Straight Talk About Sex After Sixty by Joan Price lives up to its title! Like sex itself, it
is exciting, fun, and educational: a how-to book for staying sexually energetic and enjoying it
as we, women and men, mature. Move Joan! It encourages us to go beyond age and sexual
stereotypes and better understand ourselves and our anatomies. It gives a variety of
suggestions about how exactly to surmount dryness, lines and wrinkles, flaccidity, and so on,

in order to continue discovering the frontiers of satisfaction and intimacy. Wise and incredibly
respectful, Joan reminds us "Great sex is normally what's taking place between two souls, two
minds, two hearts--not simply two bodies." This reserve is usually a testimony to like and
imagination. EVERYONE will study from it. And at this time in our cultural background when
sex is so controversial and often under attack, it's fantastic to find books that see sex as a
normal, healthy section of life . Four Stars no comments. I wholeheartedly recommend it.) And
honestly, that is a publication I desire I had experienced in my 40s. The shirt had nice fine art
and the vibrant color was accurate to the picture. I'll reorder in the biggest size and wish it fits
Better than we expected.. There have been plenty of good ideas on where to look for things of
interest. Not there yet - but hopeful Written within an interesting informative method. Easy to
read.We Recommended This to My Under 60 Friend This morning, I finished reading MUCH
BETTER THAN I Ever Expected and was telling a friend about it. I read this book cover to cover
and loved every minute of it.
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